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ABSTRACT
Jeannette Veatch is best known for her contributions in the field of reading, for her challenge to basal readers, and her espousal of a literaturebased, learner-centered approach called Individualized Reading. Now, forty
years since the emergence of that revolutionary approach, Dr. Veatch,
Professor Emerita of Arizona State University, observes current movements in the profession with interest. Based on personal interviews and on
published and unpublished material, this article presents highlights of the
scholar's life and work: her early years as an elementary teacher in Michigan, her graduate study at New York University and her unrelenting support of children's reading rights. In retirement, Veatch looks back on
accomplishments and controversy and views present trends in the profession with approbation and some reservations.
INTRODUCTION

Jeannette Veatch, the energetic champion of children's reading rights, has
lost none of her vigor nor passion for the issues, however small, that touch her
life. She remains a staunch Democrat, writing furious letters to those editors
with whose columns she disagrees. She continues to indulge her longtime love
of classical music. And at the age of eighty-eight, Professor Emérita of Arizona
State University, she admits she has made "the last move of my life," to a retirement center, The Beatitudes, in Phoenix, Arizona. The following account of this
dynamic scholar is gathered from personal interviews and readings from 1993 to
the present.
JEANNETTE VEATCH: THE EARLY YEARS

Jeannette Veatch was born in Ada, Ohio, on April 12, 1910, the daughter of
loving and supportive parents. Her father taught singing and influenced not only
his daughter's musical tastes but also her drive to challenge and question. She
once wrote, "He taught me that the status quo exists only to be questioned by
folks like us" (1959, p. xiii). Jeannette became a voracious reader at an early age,
probably, in part, because the family lived "over the wall from the public library."
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Leaving to attend Western State University, Michigan, in the late 1920s, she
majored in physical education. It was almost by chance that she obtained her
first teaching position during the Depression; the regular second-grade teacher
married and had to resign her position since her husband already had a job. Dr.
Veatch recalls those days:
When I first started to teach in 1930, the basal reader system was considered infallible. As a major in Physical Education, legally employable,
I knew nothing about reading instruction nor any other methodology for
that matter. Those early months of my first teaching assignment were a
struggle. But thanks to the superintendent's wife, fellow bridge-playing
friends, and anyone I could find to give me information, I survived.
(1995, p. 46)
After teaching second grade for four years and dissatisfied with her meager
nine-and-a-half-months salary of $850, she returned to college for a second life
certificate, this time with a major in elementary education. She remembers her
major professors disliked basal readers. "Their love of trade books exposed me
to wonderful new worlds, and pushed me away from the basal reader system."
Jeannette Veatch's next position was as a fifth-grade teacher in Grand Rapids,
Michigan, "a dream of a school system" she recalls, one reorganized by a core
of teachers who had studied at Teachers' College, Columbia, with John Dewey.
It was a happy position. While teaching in Grand Rapids, a significant development in her philosophy of reading instruction occurred when the PTA discovered
it had a $200 surplus. The association decided to spend the money on trade
books to which all classes would have access, and these books were stored in an
unused classroom down the hall. "Well, the children went mad; they couldn't get
enough of them," Veatch explained:
I was ecstatic and took my class there for reading almost daily. . . .
Soon I had to appoint a 'librarian' to check books in and out. It worked
so well that reading became a major activity, not only in school but at
home! There was no question that trade books were the secret to teaching the love of reading. (1995, p. 48)
Another major influence on Veatch's teaching philosophy was Alvina Burrows, who later became a friend and fellow student in New York. Veatch claimed
she was never so taken by a book as when she discovered Burrows' They All Want
to Write (1939), a creative, child-centered writing program. Ms. Veatch had already
introduced creative writing with her second graders, but this was much more
comprehensive. Now the class wrote and wrote: radio programs, drama, and the
many stories she wished she still had. As creative dramatics became a feature
in her classroom, with the children putting on play after play, Veatch achieved
the melding of reading, writing, and speaking into a stimulating, innovative
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curriculum. As reading achievement scores "sky-rocketed," Veatch was confirmed in her congenital disrespect of the basal reader, and her teaching became
a clear "rejection of traditional practice."
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ON TO THE BIG APPLE

In 1946 Veatch left Grand Rapids and spent the summer in Madison, Wisconsin at the School for Workers, organized by the Labor Movement. She was
never attracted to the Communist Party, admitting a "strong disposition against
authoritarian, top-down control." Although she never came close to joining that or
any other organization of undemocratic practice, she remains a staunch Laborite.
Following the Madison experience, Jeannette Veatch headed for New York
to begin work on a graduate degree. She found the intellectual climate of the city
exhilarating in the years from 1946 to 1953, and refers to that period as "the
dream years." The Dean of Education at New York University (NYU) at that
time was Ernest Melby. Veatch remembers him as "our idol from Northwestern
University," who had taken his "avant garde educational ideas" and moved east.
Like a magnet, the professor drew energetic students to his department: Nancy
Larrick, Patrick Groff, Alvina Burrows, Alice Miel and others. John Dewey was
a frequent speaker. Anything seemed possible. Looking back in 1986, Veatch
recalled that influential era:
Challenging an entrenched and monolithic establishment takes a type
of whistle blower, a windmill-tilter mentality. I am such a one. Alice
Keliher said early in my graduate school years, "She needs a cause!"
And she was right. The war was over. Hitler was dead. I looked at ability grouping with basais, and, in a sense, the rest is history. It was a
prime target for one like myself who, rightly or wrongly, felt what
American schools needed was more democracy in the classroom. And
that meant individualized reading, (p. 586)
To support herself as a graduate student, Jeannette became a tour guide and
speaker for school parties at the American Museum of Natural History, a convenient arrangement since all her classes at NYU met after 4 p.m. Her association
with the Museum also brought her into close proximity with Margaret Mead, the
famous anthropologist, whom she admired tremendously:
She may have looked like a sack of potatoes tied in the middle, but she
snagged three husbands, and I never found even one. . . . She had one
of the great minds of the century. She was a magnificent woman, a
mother, and an intellectual. We, in America, have benefited from her
thinking. I wept when news of her death came over the radio and will
cherish forever those memories. (1992, personal memoirs, unpublished)
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Veatch attended Mead's sociology course on brainwashing and thought control, and recalling films of the Hitler Youth Program, she wrote "The prevention
of free thought is a passion for those who wish to control others for the purpose
of profit and/or power" (personal memoirs, unpublished). For her, it was a small
step to connect these repressive ideas to educational practice.
Veatch obtained her M.A. in 1947 and continued working on her doctorate.
When it was time to consider her dissertation, she chose as her chair Dr. Dan
Dodson, a sociology professor of some note. He had served as Executive Director
of the Mayor's Committee on Unity for New York City from 1944 to 1948 and had
also worked with Branch Rickey, President of the Brooklyn Dodgers baseball
team. Their collaborative efforts helped break the color barrier in organized
baseball and made possible the subsequent hiring of Jackie Robinson.
Jeannette Veatch's dissertation was titled "An Experimental Study of the
Relation of a Program of Specific Creative Activities to Group Acceptance,
Emotional Needs, and Academic Achievement." In this five-month study with
600 black fifth and sixth graders in Baltimore, Maryland, she examined the
effects of creative activities such as writing, dramatics, and discussion on the
group's acceptance patterns, the emotional needs adjustment, and academic
achievement. Dr. Dodson remembers that he advised her, "Jan, you had better
control for reading." The reading component was incidental because reading
instruction continued as normal. However, a major finding of the study was that
creative writing, creative dramatics, and discussion produced statistically significant gains in reading achievement. Veatch regrets that she did not make the reading gains a more prominent part of the study's title. As it was, she reports, the
dissertation engendered little excitement.
ESTABLISHING INDIVIDUALIZED READING

However, excitement did soon set Veatch and her New York colleagues on
fire, in the form of an article, "Seeking, Self-Selection and Pacing in the Use of
Books by Children" by the psychologist Willard Olson (1952). This document
offered scientific theory in child development to support an individualized reading program. Olson suggested that children will seek reading material which
they need and feel comfortable with and will pace themselves at an appropriate
level of difficulty. Veatch certainly agreed with Olson's endorsement of such a
reading program, which she believed provided each child with an environment
which allowed him to seek that which stimulated him, choose that which helped
him develop most, and work at his own rate, regardless of what else was going on.
"Seeking, self-selection, and pacing, which Willard C. Olson has so well pointed
out, are the concepts that give individualized reading its unusual quality" (1954,
p. 2). Writing later about the article's impact, Dr. Veatch explained:
It was indeed a milestone. It sent a signal throughout the nation. Those
of us who had been working towards Individualized Reading began to
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form what is now called a network. We met together at conventions. We
corresponded. We did those things that network people do. What Olson
had done was to light a fire and our excitement grew. We devoured his
logic of the natural, indeed the anthropological, role of choice, not only in
human development, but in the classroom. We photocopied the article.
We crowed over it. We taught with it. (1986, p. 586)
However, even as Veatch became a champion of Individualized Reading, she
puzzled over how to teach beginning reading without the basal—how to get children started. A few years later she found the answer in Sylvia Ashton-Warner's
"Key Vocabulary," (Teacher, 1963). Thus Ashton-Warner's work and Olson's
"Seeking, Self-Selection and Pacing" cleared the way. From then on Jeannette
Veatch was "thoroughly comfortable as far as teaching reading was concerned"
(1995).
By the early fifties Dr. Veatch was becoming well known as an advocate of
Individualized Reading. In the spring of 1953 she addressed a meeting of New
York City school administrators with far-reaching results. In attendance were
May Lazar, an important figure on the Board of Education for New York
schools, who warmly endorsed the program, and Abraham Abromowitz, an
enterprising Brooklyn principal, who encouraged Individualized Reading in his
school. The program caught on.
Then in 1954 came a writing invitation from Ben Brodinsky, the editor of
The Educational Trend: Would Veatch write for the June issue? Her topic, not
surprisingly, was "Individualized Reading—For Success in the Classroom." The
detailed description of the teaching method in an eight-page leaflet became a hit,
sold into the tens of thousands, and established Veatch as the leading proponent
of Individualized Reading. In the article, Veatch presents the characteristics of
the program, strategies from which she never deviated the rest of her career. Her
later writings served only to embellish or clarify the method's application in the
classroom. She described Individualized Reading as a method devised to meet
individual differences, wherein children select their own books and read at their
own pace. Because the teacher works with individuals, there are no ability
groups. Although groups may form for a common purpose, such as interest in a
particular topic; they are always temporary and disband when the purpose has
been served. Unlike recreational reading, individual reading takes place daily as
continual instruction with an attention to skill development. Reading is silent
except for the children taking turns to read to the teacher. The article concludes
with a systematic comparison of "Individualized Reading" with "Ability-Grouped
Reading." Veatch claimed the article became a reference work for teachers interested in individualization in reading instruction, adding "Some sacred cows
lowed ominously. But the idea that children could choose their own books for
instruction began to gain prominence" (1986, p. 587).
How does Individualized Reading work in the classroom? The program
demands a large amount of trade books, about eight or ten per child, ranging
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widely in difficulty and interest. Pupils are asked to use the rule-of-thumb technique to make appropriate choices: five difficult words on one page mean a book
is too difficult, and a child should choose another. Seat work consists of reading
the self-chosen book, writing, projects—anything except workbooks. Individual
teacher-student conferences are held several times. Together the teacher and
child explore the reasons for selection, the main idea of the story, skills needed,
and oral reading fluency.
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CAREER PATH: TEACHING AND WRITING

Jeannette Veatch's first teaching assignment in 1954 was an associate professorship at Goucher College in Towson, Maryland. It was not a happy experience, and after only one year she left to accept the position of Director of Program Development for the Girl Scouts of the U.S.A. She explains, "They were
looking for someone in education, and I had done my dissertation in creativity."
She undertook responsibility for designing programs and writing the handbook.
It was valuable experience, one which gave her a different insight into working
with young people, and which strengthened her commitment to democratic education. She gave credit to the organization in a later article on children's interests
and Individualized Reading. However, there were drawbacks to the position: working conditions were not flexible; it was nine to five and smacked of a lockstep
situation which did not suit her. When she was offered a one-year teaching position
as visiting professor at the University of Illinois in 1958, she bade farewell to
scouting. The next year she accepted a tenured position at Pennsylvania State
University where she remained until 1964.
Through these years Veatch continued to receive volumes of mail from
around the country requesting information on Individualized Reading. In the
winter of 1955, she received a handwritten inquiry from the superintendent of
schools in Las Vegas, New Mexico; he wanted to know where he could find out
more about the program. This request prompted her to gather material on the
topic and led to the 1959 publication oí Individualizing Your Reading Program:
Self-Selection in Action. It contains two chapters by Veatch in which she describes
Individualized Reading, plus a number of articles, the best she could find on the
subject. She recalls the book's publication:
My book came out, unexpectedly, during my first week at my new
position at Penn. State. It called for a celebration. So, even though I
was a newcomer, I invited everyone—and they all came! It was a wonderful party. We were doing the Hallelujah Chorus, a cappella, around
2:00 am. (1986, p. 589)
READING INSTRUCTION: OPPOSING VIEWSAND CONFRONTATION

Veatch's ideas were radically opposed to the current practice of reading instruction with basal readers. In a survey of school systems, Austin and Morrison
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(1963) found 95 percent of all primary teachers and over 90 percent of the intermediate grade teachers employed basal readers as the main approach to reading.
Chali (1967, 1983) reports that by the mid-1960s, roughly 18 publishers were
serving schools through publication of eight-year basal reading programs.
Believing in the greater effectiveness of systematic approaches to instruction,
proponents of basal reading series endorsed the use of graded readers, controlled
vocabulary, and accompanying workbooks that provide systematic practice of
skills.
However, a review of publications from the 1950s and 60s reveals that some
scholars saw benefits in a balanced reading program, one that included group
and individualized reading (Witty, 1959; Stauffer, 1957). Walter Barbe, the designer
of Personalized Reading, saw his program as coexisting with a basic program
and language experience approach. Not so Jeannette Veatch. She was uncompromising in her antagonism to basal readers and the revenues generated by textbook publishers. Veatch looks back on that era:
The field of reading was exploding. The white-coated clinic boys were
dragged into a new International Reading Association. A new Reading
Teacher, under the editorship of Nancy Larrick, was a clear departure
from the past. Basal reader systems were being viewed suspiciously.
Stories of six-figure royalties for major reading figures and corruption
in state-wide adoption practices were common knowledge. No one,
though, considered the feelings of thousands of teachers struggling to
teach reading with the worst possible materials. (1995, p. 50)
Veatch recalls the 1960 annual meeting of the International Reading Association. The ballroom was packed. She had been invited to question the main
speaker, Emmett Betts, whose speech was entitled "The Place of Basic Reading
Instruction." She dimly heard Bett's paper as she nervously waited her turn and
was given a gracious introduction by Dr. Witty, the chair. Then in a spirited
seven-and-a-half minute speech, Veatch attacked the domination of the basais,
the "censorship" of the IRA officials, and gave a rousing plea for children's
choice of reading in the classroom. She closed by saying "Maybe this is professional suicide, but I felt these points had to be made in public." She describes
the immediate response:
The ballroom exploded. A few sat stunned, but the majority stood up
and whooped and stamped and cheered and yelled. Someone told me
that May Lazar wasn't clapping; she was screaming, as was everybody
else. Suddenly my stomach went back in place. All the agony, all the
worry was worth it. I loved it! Dr. Witty had me take a bow. It didn't
dampen anything. The room was bedlam. John DeBoer, who was there,
told me later it reminded him of the old Progressive Education days
back in the twenties when people hollered at each other at education
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meetings. Did his soul good he said. It took a long time before the noise
subsided, but finally a wobbly Guy Bond got to his feet. I don't know
what he said, but it was too late. I had made a name for myself in
seven-and-a-half minutes. (1986, p. 591)
Why seven-and-a-half minutes? Dr. Veatch is fond of the anecdote. She had
been allocated ten minutes to speak. When Paul Witty pushed a small piece of
paper towards her at the podium, she believed it informed her time was up, and
she had hastily concluded. Instead she read—four months later: "I don't like to
stop you—2 1/2 minutes."
The follow-up to the Convention was that Veatch received an admonishing
letter from Sterl Artley, the IRA president, urging "all of us will do ourselves,
the profession, and the lay public a greater service by being less emotional and
more objective" (1986, p. 591). At the request of her dean, Veatch revised her
five-page reply to a brief apology for any unintended offense.
LATER ACHIEVEMENTS

Jeannette Veatch continued her professional teaching career. After brief
stays at Jersey City State College—1964-1967, and the University of Southern
California—1967-1968, she moved to Arizona State University, Tempe, as Professor of Education, remaining there until her retirement in 1975.
As a dynamic speaker, she was much in demand. From 1955 to 1967 she
accepted summer lectureships at colleges and universities throughout the country. She spoke internationally and appeared on television and radio. She traveled
widely, a trip to Australia in 1967 when she visited Sylvia Ashton-Warner, three
visits to England, a barge trip in France, and sightseeing in Spain. Closer to
home, Dr. Veatch escaped the Arizona heat for many summers at her mountain
cabin.
Jeannette Veatch has been single-minded and eloquent in her cause. As a writer
she remained a leading proponent of Individualized Reading. She has contributed chapters to several curricular texts including "Emphasizing Fundamental Principles for Teaching Basic Skills" in Curriculum for Today's Boys and
Girls (1963).
How to Teach Reading with Children's Books was first published in 1964.
Dr. Veatch explains how it came to be written. She had lunched—rather well—
in Manhattan during which she and a friend had debated the benefits of Individualized Reading with an acquaintance in the publishing trade. He remained doubtful. Coming home on the bus, her mind worked overtime, and that afternoon Jan
dashed off this light-hearted picture book for teachers. It offers step-by-step suggestions for connecting elementary students to the wealth of children's literature
available. With artwork by Warren Goodrich, this small volume, now in its third
edition, allows us a peep at the irrepressible personality of its author.
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Dr. Veatch refers to Reading in the Elementary School (1966; 2nd ed. 1978)
as her big book. It deals with every aspect of reading instruction across grade levels
and content areas: the steps in individualized reading, grouping, evaluation, conferencing, and gathering books. For beginning reading, Veatch drew on the work
of the Language Experience scholars and continued to endorse Sylvia AshtonWarner's key vocabulary. Additionally, as one of a group of authors she wrote
Keywords to Reading: The Language Experience Approach Begins (1973).
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RETIRED BUT NOT RETIRING

With her retirement in 1975, Jeannette Veatch took a less active professional
role except for a one-year teaching position, training classroom teachers at the
American Samoa Community College in Pago Pago.
More recently, Dr. Veatch has maintained a personal connection with reading instruction through her company, Jan V. Productions, which she established
in 1986. The company offered a videotape series entitled "Showing Teachers
How." Each video presented unrehearsed classroom situations designed to "help
viewers move away from commercial, skills-oriented, fill-in-the-blank programs" and toward a child-centered, whole-language approach (Veatch, 1986).
Sales of the tapes were brisk for several years. In 1995 Dr. Veatch felt she had
accomplished her purpose and retired the company.
Outspoken and self-labeled "rambunctious," Jeannette Veatch does not mince
words, a characteristic which she regrets has made her many enemies. Has she
mellowed with time? Perhaps so. And yet, in 1992, as part of the Reading
Teacher's, remembrances of its first twenty years, Veatch's short cameo, "Those
Were the Days" was featured. She describes the many occasions she and her
good friend Nancy Larrick, editor of the ICIRI Bulletin, worked long into the
night, reviewing "sheaf upon sheaf of articles sent in for consideration." However, she disgustedly complains that a large amount was cut from the submitted
article, including the following paragraph:
At a meeting in New York the International Council for the Improvement of Reading Instruction was replaced by the IRA. This change was
salutary and, in my opinion, one of the most valuable events ever to
occur for the benefit of future generations of American children. The
ICIRI, you see, was an organization dominated by a white-coated,
pseudo-medico personnel in machine-dominated bookless "clinics,"
operations whose research efforts and publications revealed an egregious lack of knowledge and interest in reading instruction in the classroom. Strongly behavioristic in practice, the traditionalism was unacceptable to many of u s . . . . The new organization, as I recall, elected as
president Dr. William S. Gray, the Great White Father of the field of
reading and most successful basal author in the nation (but that's
another story). (Unpublished manuscript, 1992)
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She may consider herself bold to a fault, but Jeannette Veatch is passionate
and eloquent, verbally and in prose. Her writing mirrors her forceful, straightforward manner. She states her point of view unequivocally. Uncompromising in
her beliefs, she has always attracted a large and loyal following among those
who share her views. Asked if she has any regrets, she admits she was
indomitable and would get furious with those who did not agree with her—
mostly basal authors. She wishes she could have been "smoother and better able
to talk to them."
PROFESSIONAL LEGACY

With her retirement in 1975 Jeannette Veatch's connection to Individualized
Reading diminished. Excitement about the method faded. Scientific research on
its effectiveness was hard to come by, while informal studies had presented conflicting or inconclusive findings (Sartain, 1960, 1961; Safford, 1960). Critics of
Individualized Reading claimed teachers must be especially competent and less
capable students were less likely to succeed (Sartain, 1961). Lazar, confirmed
supporter of Individualized Reading, reported teachers' problems of acquiring
sufficient trade books and managing skills instruction to individual children.
Other approaches vied for attention. The linguistic concept of reading attracted
considerable interest as did packaged kits such as ITA. However, basal reading
programs continued to meet demands and dominate classroom instruction. Chall's
research led to an increase in the teaching of phonics in basal reading series, a
development also supported by findings in the First-Grade Reading Studies
(Bond & Dykstra, 1967). Growing concern with accountability during the 1970s
encouraged testing programs and the preparation of students for such tests in the
basal reading programs. Nevertheless, as Smith (1986) remarked of an earlier
period, "The seeds of these passing innovations lie dormant for a time and then
spring up again in revised and better forms" (p. 378).
Thus the legacy of Dr. Veatch's work is undeniable. Although the term individualized reading is no longer widely used, its characteristics have endured to
become the foundation of the powerful movements in current reading theory and
practice, movements which she praises as a "a step in the right direction, although
not fast enough."
I asked her opinion on the future of language arts, particularly reading.
"Well, that depends on the Whole Language gurus," she smiled, "but with people like Don Graves and Nancie Atwell at the helm, I'm hopeful." She concedes
basal readers have improved dramatically in recent years. A keen observer, she
has watched and applauded the growth of the Whole Language movement. She
commented on the Second Whole Language Umbrella Conference in Phoenix in
1991:
There I heard teachers—hundreds of them—applaud those speakers
making derogatory remarks about basais, workbooks, and other facets
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of traditional, commercial, educational material. The enthusiasm, the
professionalism, the YOUTH, the concern for children, of those attending that conference was exhilarating. I have waited over thirty years for
such a reaction. (1991, p. 2)
At the same time she questions "why certain educators, or activities, especially
those prominent before 1970, are so rarely found in current Whole Language literature." The fact that Whole Language proponents make so few references to
the work of earlier scholars in the same tradition is a sad omission and could be
one reason for the "antagonism and hostility that is now apparent" towards the
movement (1991, p. 3).
Dr. Veatch continues to submit articles for publication in Language Arts and
Reading Teacher. In an April 1996 article she delineates four areas of reading
instruction that she believes have been "neglected or misunderstood":
1. The Key Vocabulary of Sylvia Ashton-Warner,
2. The Alphabetic Principle in learning the names of letters,
3. The transmogrification of spoken to written language so as to change
its form but not its meaning,
4. Individualized Reading
She notes this last term has been supplanted by literature-based reading, and
welcomes the increasing use of trade books in the classroom as opposed to
basais. However, she ventures the following criticisms of current practice:
Actual teaching of how to read is missing. In addition, in too many
reports it is the teacher who chooses the book for pupils to read.
Learner centeredness? Also I cringe at the stories of teachers who, convinced that basal readers are sources of evil, decide that everyone in
their classes must read the same trade book... . In other reports I find a
curious psychobabble where teachers conduct counseling sessions. Certainly, most trade books can have a powerful effect on children's behavior. But using books psychologically is not appropriate, (p. 515)
Concluding this study, I recall Margaret Mead's words "Never doubt that a small
group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; indeed, it's the only
thing that ever does." I believe she was right.
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